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Chapter 1311

After Charlie and his father-in-law left the house, he drove and said with a smile: “Oh, I
have waited for so long. I finally waited until the senior college to have an exchange with
our Calligraphy and Painting Association. It was not easy!”

Charlie smiled and asked, “Did you communicate with Aunt?”

“Not yet.” Jacob smiled and said, “I plan to surprise her, after all, there are days when I
haven’t seen her.”

Charlie nodded and said, “But you should be a little more careful. Don’t let mom know
that Aunt has returned to China, let alone let her know that you have contact with her,
otherwise our family will really be messed up. It’ll shake the sky.”

Charlie could understand Elaine’s character better. Elaine has several untouchable
scales in this life, one is money and the other is Meiqing.

The Old Master is going to divorce her. Although she will be angry, she has not lost her
mind. But if she knows that the Old Master and Meiqing met, and the two of them were
still fighting while she was in the detention center. Elaine will definitely be angry.

When Jacob heard Charlie’s reminder, he nodded with a serious face and said: “You are
right, I have the same idea as you, so I have never dared to have too much contact with
your Aunt.”

At this point, Jacob sighed and said: “This stinky lady is still alive and unwilling to
divorce me. It is really a headache.”



Charlie smiled and thought to himself, it would be weird if the mother-in-law Elaine was
willing to divorce his old father-in-law. After all, she now has nothing, so it is even more
unlikely that she would be willing to divorce and leave the family.

The Old Master wanted to get rid of her, I am afraid it is a foolish dream.

When the car drove to the Aurous Hill Gymnasium, Charlie said goodbye to his old man
and got out of the car alone.

At this time, the Gymnasium and the entrance were all hung up with promotional
materials about this international college student Sanda competition.

It is said that this is the most authoritative one of the global college student Sanda
competitions. So far, more than a dozen of them have been held consecutively. This is
the first time it has been held in China.

Aurous Hill is also very lucky to be elected as the host city of this competition.

Although the competition has been held for many times, and China has sent players to
participate many times, but the best result is fourth place, and they have not won a
medal.

Therefore, this time, the Chinese team is very hopeful that it can achieve the
international college Sanda competition, a zero breakthrough in medals in this sports
event.

And Aoxue is one of the most promising players of the Chinese team to win a medal in
this competition.

When Charlie came to the entrance of the gymnasium, he found that there were already
a lot of spectators coming in and out. So he called Qin Gang and told him that he had
reached the door.

Qin Gang greeted him in a hurry. As soon as he saw him, he respectfully said: “Master,
I’m really sorry, I will let you come to see the children’s play house during his busy
schedule, which will waste your precious time.”



Charlie smiled slightly and said indifferently: “Where is this? I think this competition is of
a very high level. Aoxue’s ability to participate in the war for the country is also a
commendable thing. I should cheer for her.

Qin Gang was overjoyed. What he hopes most is that Charlie can have that kind of
thought for his daughter. In his eyes, Charlie has long been regarded as the best
son-in-law to take a dragon.

Seeing that Charlie is busy and willing to take time for his daughter to come here to
watch her game, he naturally feels that this is a manifestation of Master’s importance to
his daughter.

So he hurriedly made a gesture of invitation and said to Charlie: “Master, Aoxue is
preparing for the battle in the lounge, let’s go to the audience first!”

Chapter 1312

The Gymnasium has a huge area. It not only has a standard indoor swimming pool, but
also standard indoor track and field, badminton, table tennis and basketball competition
venues.

At this time, the entire stadium, except for the swimming pool, has been vacated for this
Sanda competition.

The whole scene is divided into many square shapes, and each square shape has an
arena.

Qin Gang pointed to these arenas and introduced to Charlie: “Master, there are a total
of 8 arenas at this scene, and these 8 arenas correspond to 8 groups. The 8 groups
finished the group preliminaries on a fixed arena. The person who finally won the ring
was the only person in this group who successfully broke through and was one of the
top eight in the entire game.”

As he said, he pointed to the 5th ring again and said, “Master, Aoxue has been in the
5th ring all the time. Her game has 10 minutes to start. Let’s go over.”

Charlie said hello, and then went to the No. 5 ring with him.



There are a total of more than 100 audience seats around the No. 5 ring, and Qin Gang
has already arranged several seats in the first row.

As soon as Charlie arrived, he saw a familiar figure, who turned out to be Steven from
the Qin family.

Steven had been banned by the Qin family for a long time because of pretending to be
forceful with Charlie and causing a major disaster.

During this period of time, his performance was fairly good. In addition, today was the
little pepper Aoxue’s game. As Aoxue’s cousin, he had to come over and cheer for his
sister. Qin Gang made an exception to let him out.

Seeing Charlie, Steven had long lost the pretending attitude of the young master of the
Qin Family. Before Charlie was there, he hurriedly stood up, but nodded and said,
“Master, you are here, please. Sit, please sit down”

Charlie looked at him curiously, and smiled and asked, “Steven, it’s been a long time
since I saw you. don’t know where you made your fortune recently?”

Steven said with a face of shame: “Master, I have been reflecting on repentance at
home during this period of time. I feel upset and self-blame for offending you every day.
I was really blind at the beginning and I dared to oppose you. , And you are an adult,
regardless of the villain’s experience, and you have helped our Qin family solve the
great troubles. I really don’t know how to thank you!”

Charlie smiled and asked, “Steven, it’s been a long time since I saw you. You seem to
be a bit more sensible.”

“Really?” Steven scratched his head and said with a smile: “Master, if you can feel my
enthusiasm, I am already very satisfied!”

Qin Gang slapped him on the head and reprimanded: “When you meet Master in
Aurous Hill, you must be obedient and respectful, and let me know that you dare to fight
Master and I will slap you in the leg and break it!”



Steven nodded repeatedly, and said hurriedly: “Second Uncle, don’t worry, Master will
be my idol in the future. I will definitely treat Master as a bright moon in my heart like my
sister!”

Charlie smiled faintly: “Okay, don’t flatter yourself, and you can make trouble for second
uncle in the future.”

Steven nodded hurriedly.

At this time, the referee said: “The last regular preliminaries of the five groups, start
now!”

Steven got excited at once, pointed to the entrance and said excitedly, “Master, my
sister is on the stage!”

Chapter 1313

As Steven’s voice fell, Charlie immediately saw Aoxue who walked in at the entrance!

Today, Aoxue wore a sports bra and a pair of sports shorts. Her excellent figure was
exposed. What Charlie didn’t expect was that Aoxue’s muscle lines were amazing, and
there was even an obvious vest line around her waist.

With this figure, she is really invincible among girls!

In addition, Aoxue’s skin is as white as snow, and there are no blemishes. With such a
beautiful figure, it is perfect to be impeccable.

In addition, Aoxue’s long hair was tied into a neat ponytail behind her head, and she
wore a pair of big red boxing gloves on her hand, her face was brazen.

Walking out side by side with Aoxue was a young woman with brown skin, even a little
dark.

Steven introduced to Charlie diligently: “Master, my sister played against a Thai player
today. It is said that she has strong Muay Thai skills and is a seed player of the team!”



Charlie laughed and said: “It’s nothing to be afraid of Muay Thai. The whole of Thailand
is only Muay Thai, which can be regarded as a handy fighting technique. Compared
with our Chinese martial arts, it is really insignificant, and your sister can definitely beat
this player.”

Steven said with a smile, “Master is so insightful! In fact, I also think that my sister will
definitely win over her!”

Qin Gang on the side glared at Steven and murmured, “You show me a good time to
watch the game, and stop talking nonsense there and affect Master’s mood when
watching the game.”

Steven shrank his neck when he was scolded, not knowing what he had done wrong,
which made his second uncle unhappy.

In fact, Qin Gang was mainly annoyed because this kid was robbing him here, and he
was going to get close to Master. As a result, this kid kept chatting here, so it made him
annoying.

At this time, Aoxue, who was on the stage, also saw Charlie in the stands, and the little
chili with a bit of firmness in his original expression instantly became shy.

She gently waved her hand with boxing gloves, and exclaimed excitedly: “Master, you
are here!”

Charlie nodded and smiled at her, and said: “Be sure to cheer later, I am optimistic that
you will qualify for the team and advance to the quarterfinals!”

Aoxue smiled shyly, her heart as sweet as honey.

Nothing makes her happy and excited more than her beloved man coming to watch her
game.

She felt that at this time, she was the happiest woman in the world.

At this point, the referee stepped forward.



Since it was a preliminary match and there were 7 other groups of players in the game
at the same time, the referee did not delay the time. He walked up and said directly:
“Both sides prepare, the game will start in 30 seconds!”

Aoxue and the Thai female athlete immediately warmed up briefly in the ring.

After 30 seconds, the referee took the two to the center of the ring. After briefly talking
about the rules of the game, they immediately announced the start of the game!

As soon as the game started, the Thai female player took the initiative to launch a quick
attack on Aoxue.

Chapter 1314

Charlie can see that this Thai female boxer is quick to punch and her body is very
flexible, and her height is almost ten centimeters shorter than Aoxue, and her body is
short overall, so her bottom plate is more stable.

Moreover, the Thai female player has a very clever style of play. She knows that her
advantage is in the bottom game and Aoxue’s advantage is in the top game, so she
frequently attacks from the bottom game.

As the opponent came up and quickly launched an attack, Aoxue could only focus on
blocking, so the whole fight was a little embarrassing.

In the first round, the opponent had significantly more effective hits than Aoxue, so after
one round, the opponent was ahead of Aoxue in points.

During a short break, Aoxue’s coach hurriedly gave her tactical guidance in her ear.

After a short break of a few minutes, the game immediately entered the second round.

At the beginning of the second round, Aoxue changed her strategy and took the
initiative to attack the opponent, but her main tactic was to break the opponent’s bottom
set, and the opponent continued to break her bottom set.



But Aoxue was obviously not as solid as the opponent in the next game, and because
her figure was relatively thin and tall, the next game itself was not stable, so it was
obviously not dominant in this kind of confrontation.

Soon after the second round, Aoxue still lags behind the opponent in points, and the
gap is getting bigger and bigger.

Steven couldn’t sit still at this moment. He whispered: “The Thai player always beats my
sister’s side. If my sister can’t break through the opponent’s advantage, then it is very
likely that the game will be lost.”

Charlie smiled: “Steven, it seems that you are quite discerning.”

Steven said embarrassedly, “It was the classmate who got the axe. Please forgive me,
Master.”

Charlie nodded slightly and glanced at the Thai female player.

He found that this female player, although the bottom plate is more stable and the
speed of her legs is faster, but the faster her tactics, the less defensive her tactical
moves. Every time she takes her legs, while attacking the opponent, she also exposed
her weaknesses. Every time she tried to attack from the bottom plate, she deliberately
pressed her leg very low, trying to directly attack Aoxue’s calf and ankle. This method of
getting out of the leg was fierce, as long as she hit with all her strength. For a moment,
Aoxue will find it difficult to stand normally in this game, and it will be equivalent to
losing the game at night.

However, it was precisely because she pressed her legs very low that a fatal flaw was
revealed. It was the front of her own leg bones and knees. Although Aoxue was not
stable in her footing, she was better than her height and long legs. When the opponent
lowers her leg, the opponent hits the front of the opponent’s leg bones and the front of
the knee in one step. It is very likely that the opponent’s entire bottom plate attack will
be destroyed in one move.

So Charlie stood up and walked to the side of the ring, Aoxue’s resting place.

At this time Aoxue was sitting in a small chair for rest, and her coach said to her: “Now
you are hitting your back game. This is your disadvantage, but if you want to get it back,
you can beat her back. It’s her last game. Once you have the upper hand in the upper



game, the opponent’s advantage in the next game won’t be played out. If you play hard,
we can still get the score back in the next three games!”

Charlie couldn’t help frowning.

If you feel that the opponent’s disadvantage is on the upper plate, you have to launch
an offensive against the opponent’s upper plate first. This idea is too simple for your
opponent to think of.

It’s like a police officer catching a gunman, knowing that his biggest target is the
abdomen, so he will wear his body armor in advance.

On the surface, the disadvantage of this Thai player is the hanging game, but she hides
the murderous intention in the second game. Even if Aoxue can take advantage of the
hanging game, but it is difficult to hit the other side in the hanging game, but once the
opponent is in her After successfully hitting the calf and ankle once, Aoxue’s whole
person may fall into absolute badness, and thus will have no strength to fight back in the
subsequent matches!

So Charlie walked up to Aoxue and said to her, “Aoxue, don’t hit the opponent’s hanging
game. Instead, focus on the opponent’s bottom game. While avoiding the opponent’s
attack, look for opportunities and use your height and legs. Long advantage, attack
directly above her right calf and knee, her bottom plate is fast and strong, so you must
break her bottom plate to win the final victory!”

Chapter 1315

Hearing Charlie’s words, Aoxue looked at him with joy, and shouted excitedly: “Master!”

After speaking, she said with a little shame: “Sorry, Master, let you watch the joke!”

Charlie smiled comfortingly: “It’s okay. At first, it’s normal that you can’t find the rhythm.
If you carefully analyze the opponent’s strengths and weaknesses and choose the right
strategy, you can turn against the wind and win in the end.”

Aoxue nodded excitedly, and said piously: “I see, Master, thank you for your teaching!”



At this moment, the coach next to Aoxue looked at Charlie with a dissatisfied
expression, and said, “What are you commanding here? Do you know how to Sanda?
Aoxue is now at the most critical time, if the third game cannot save the situation. , It is
likely to lose! You are still giving her a bad idea at this time, isn’t this intentional to harm
her?”

Charlie said lightly: “I just told her the truth, and it’s a fact you can’t see!”

“If she continues to play as you said, she will definitely lose miserably this time. The
Thai player is not much better than Aoxue in terms of strength, skill and speed. It’s just
that the opponent’s tactics are very smart, so Only in the first two rounds did Aoxue
fight!”

“And if Aoxue is not tactically, and overtakes the opponent by one head, then this game
will be lost!”

The coach said angrily: “Where do amateurs dare to fight in front of me, I won the
national Sanda championship, so you dare to point fingers in front of me?”

Charlie smiled and said: “You said it yourself, you only won the national championship,
but now Aoxue is going to win the world championship, why do you think you can guide
a world championship at the level of a national championship?”

“You…” The coach was insulted by Charlie, his heart was very angry, but he couldn’t
find any suitable words to refute him, so he gritted his teeth and said sharply to Aoxue
instead: ” Aoxue, if you listen to him today and play according to his method, then you
will not train with me, and I will no longer be your coach! You will be on the court later,
you can figure it out!”

Aoxue was also very embarrassed at this time, she didn’t expect her coach to choke
with Master.

She has been training with this coach for more than a year, and the overall feeling is
pretty good, but in her mind, his weight is really worse than Master.

If Master didn’t advise her, she would naturally follow the tactics ordered by the coach.



But since Master gave her advice, she would undoubtedly choose the tactics Master
formulated.

So, after she made the decision, she looked sorry, looked at her coach and said:
“Coach really sorry, I am going to use the tactics Master just told me.”

“You…” Coach said angrily: “I thought you were a very smart girl, but I didn’t expect you
to be so ignorant of good and bad. Since you choose to believe in this amateur player,
then the relationship between the two of us is a teacher and apprentice. That’s it.”

As he said, he stepped off the ring, walked a few meters and then turned around and
said: “Aoxue, originally I believed that you can advance to the top 8 this time, and may
even hit the medal, but now it seems that your fate in this competition will stop in the
group stage.”

Afterwards, he looked at Charlie coldly, and said disdainfully: “Boy, you ruined a good
seedling.”

Charlie smiled and said, “Really? Why don’t I feel at all? On the contrary, I think that
Aoxue has a chance to hit the championship this time.”

“Are you kidding?” Coach said disdainfully: “Do you know how strong the real seed
player is in this competition? The top seed Japanese player Nanako is far superior to
Aoxue. The Brazilian player Joanna, the number one seed, is also stronger than Aoxue.
If there is my guidance, Aoxue still has a chance to beat Joanna, but without me, she
can’t even win this game!”

Charlie smiled and said: “Don’t worry, whether it is Brazilian player Joanna or Japanese
player Nanako, they will all become Aoxue’s defeaters!”

Coach said contemptuously: “Boy, you have a big tone. With your three-legged cat’s
amateur skills, can Aoxue defeat Nanako?”


